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Abstract
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Abstract

The transition from secondary to higher education remains problematic given low retention figures in science courses, in particular at open-enrolment universities. Adjustment to a new learning environment and dealing with the mass experience are factors at play. We looked for ways to ease the adjustment and to moderate the mass experience by creating a moderate-structure Cell Biology course, characterized by group-based activities, frequent in-course assessments and reduced weighting of the final exam score. Comparison of 4 years of low-structure with 4 years of moderate-structure courses, after correction for annual cohort ability, revealed that moderate-structure yields 8% higher grade points and 5% higher retention. However, the overall gain in performance was largely dependent on in-course scores and improvements were only weak for the final exam. The frequency of students underperforming on the final exam, relative to their in-course scores, increased enormously in moderate-structure courses, from 53 to 90.3%. We see this as a sign that for a substantial number of students, the final exam remained a destructive friction. As a result, we are still dealing with a population that has not assimilated a considerable portion of the cell biology knowledge and is starting the second year with significant gaps.
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The Problematic of Transition from School to University

The transition from school to university is problematic as witnessed by low retention figures in science courses, in particular in “open enrolment” universities. This issue probably arose when higher education became commonplace in Western countries and first investigations into the causes of attrition dates back to the 1970s (Astin, 1972; Tinto, 1975). This and more recent studies revealed that three factors are at play: support from school, identity of learner and the way universities organize their first (introductory) year (Briggs, et al., 2002; Harvey et al., 2006; Hillman, 2005; Tinto, 1975). With respect to universities and in particular research-intensive universities with large enrolment courses, two things are special about the first year: 1) the adjustment to a new living and learning environment and, 2) dealing with the mass experience. With the latter is meant the experience of no longer being treated as an individual, of being confronted with a predominantly instructive, rather than facilitating, teaching approach (Ferrare, 2019) and the experience of being a (potential) problem for the teaching staff (because of the vast numbers of students and the competition with research time) (Brownell & Tanner, 2012; Harvey et al., 2006).

Structured Courses as a Means to Bridge the Gap Between School and University

Open enrolment universities in France have little to say about the identity of the student, nor about their number, but they have the possibility to facilitate adaptation and moderate the mass experience. Introducing "structured courses" (Eddy & Hogan, 2014) into the first year program is one of the possibilities to bring teaching in line with the students' school experience. These courses combine instructional learning with student-centered activities such as in-class quizzes and discussions with fellow students. The traditionally “high stake” final exam is replaced (in part) by frequent in-class assessments (Eddy & Hogan, 2014; Freeman et al., 2011; Gasiewski, et al., 2012; Haak et al., 2011). Indeed, numerous reports revealed that students appreciate structured courses (Sander et al., 2000) and that they had a positive impact on student engagement, resulting in better performances (Ebert-May et al., 1997; Eddy & Hogan, 2014; Freeman et al., 2007, 2011, 2014 (review); Haak et al., 2011; Knight & Wood, 2005; Tanner, 2013). It is well documented that the active-learning ingredient of structured courses, in particular peer discussions, activates the mind and benefits students’ (conceptual) understanding (Gasiewski, et al. 2012; Nelson, 2008; Smith, et al., 2009). It has also been made evident that students, and in particular underprepared students, hang on better in structured courses (more equity) (Haak, et al., 2011; Tanner 2013). One of the underlying explanations for enhanced
engagement is that the traditional instructive approach (often referred to as “gate-keeper” courses) frustrate students’ inherent interests in science (Gasiewski, et al. 2012); it is not the subject but the way that it is presented that negatively affects motivation to learn.

A Moderate-Structure Cell Biology Course with Progressive Internalization of Regulation

With respect to retention, our first year introductory Cell Biology course made no exception. To change the situation, we have reconstructed the course into a moderate-structure course (Eddy & Hogan, 2014). In short, we subdivided the student population in groups of 6 students in order to foster social interaction with the aim of facilitating both peer instruction and the necessary social support (and as a consequence reduce the “mass experience”) (Cameron & Rideout, 2020; Yorke & Longden, 2008). Teacher instruction was interchanged with group-based exercises and quizzes with the use of electronic voting devices (“group-based clicker quizzes”) (Caldwell, 2007). In addition, we have reduced the weighting of the comprehensive final exam in favour of the scores obtained in clicker quizzes, in-course tests and a mid-course exam. Moreover, we created twelve on-line multimedia resources that covered the course content (composed of texts, images and animations). In addition, students had access to all slides and to a large bank of interactive multiple choice questions (some 200). In this way, we felt that students

Figure 1 Time-line of Course Activities: Lectures, Laboratory classes, In-class Clicker Quizzes, Tests and Exams

Note: This is a summary time-line of all courses over an 8-year period. Exactly what activities took place in low- and moderate-structure courses is described in Table 1.
had more control (autonomy, Ryan & Deci, 2000a, 2000b) over how they wanted to deal with the content of the course.

The moderate-structure course format, see figure 1 above, was also designed to orient teaching toward the learning process with particular attention to a progressive change of teacher control of learning. It starts with in-course activities, characteristic of strong teacher control, then moves to in-course tests, characteristic of shared teacher control, and the course terminates with a comprehensive exam with only loose teacher control. From the student perspective, the course transits from external guidance (teacher-based regulation), to shared guidance and terminates in internal guidance (students’ self-regulation) (Ten Cate et al, 2004; Zimmerman, 2013). Importantly, this cognitive transition, from external to internal guidance, also pertains to the affective component and metacognitive component of learning. In this way, students should internalize all aspects of learning in a progressive way (Ten Cate, et al. 2004). This model of cognitive transition is based on the assumption that the quality of the regulation of learning is not a fixed trait, but instead is context-dependent. It assumes that learning environments play a role in how students regulate their learning (see also Kramer & Kusurkar, 2017). Driving students toward internal guidance, also described as self-regulation (Zimmerman, 2013), is important because it is positively associated with academic achievement (reviewed in Panadero, 2017) and it is also one the characteristics expected from university students when they enter the job market (Ten Cate et al., 2004).

We took the point of view that progressive internalization and social interaction should facilitate the necessary adaptation to the new, academic, learning environment and, as a consequence, improve student performance. We base this assumption on the hypothesis that progressive internalization should warrant an optimal level of congruence between learning and teaching (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999). Since we are dealing with a non-selective group of students, their a priori levels of regulation of learning must vary, with low-, medium-, and high-regulated students (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999). The in-class activities are considered particular beneficial for low-regulated students whereas the in-course tests are particularly suitable for intermediate-regulated students and, in addition, offer constructive friction for low-regulated learners. The final comprehensive exam should offer constructive friction for intermediate-regulated students and congruence for high-regulated learners (shown in table 4, Vermunt & Verloop, 1999). An important point to consider is that whatever course format, all teaching
approaches will, depending on the level of regulation of the learner, give rise to some destructive friction. In particular of concern is the final exam, which requires high internal guidance, and which consequently carries an element of destructive friction for low-regulated learners. Destructive friction is also predicted for in-course activities with intermediate- and high-regulated students (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999). This, however, is less damaging as numerous studies reveal that students with higher levels of regulation can adapt better to unfavorable learning conditions than low-regulated learners (Beishuizen & Stoutjesdijk, 1999; Fryer & Vermunt, 2018).

The progressive internalization of the moderate-structure course, combined with group-based activities, could increase student engagement in a number of ways: 1) by extending time-on-task, 2) by distributing cognitive load, 3) by increasing the value of the learning task and 4) by enhanced psychological need satisfaction (including the necessary social integration). Through in-class activities, students are encouraged to learn in-class, something that some students would not normally do as passive bystanders in lectures. This may lead to an increase in the number of hours of engagement; the sum of time spent actively engaged in learning in- and outside the classroom. The incremental learning and assessment approach significantly reduces cognitive load (Merrienboer & Sweller, 2005) and this should be especially beneficial for students with low perceived self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) or, as already mentioned, for students with low regulation (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999). The more student-centered teaching approach, in particular the social interaction, is likely to be translated in a higher perceived value of the course content (Townsend & Hicks, 1997). Both the access to comprehensive learning documents and the social interaction that follows from group activities should enhance the psychological need satisfaction necessary for full (self-determined) participation in learning tasks. Here we refer to the three psychological needs that, according to Self-Determination Theory, must be satisfied for volitional participation in a learning activity: a sense of autonomy (sense of agency), competence, and relatedness to peers (Ryan & Deci, 2000a, 2000b). Although moderated by personality traits and educational curricula (different disciplines), the degree to which these psychological needs are satisfied will also determine the degree to which students internalize their regulation. Internalization of motivation, being “self-determined”, is positively associated with student achievement and well-being (Chapter 8, Organismic Integration Theory, Ryan & Deci, 2017).
Research Questions.

Although this is to be expected, based on the numerous studies cited above, our primary concern was to determine whether student outcomes in courses with moderate structure are significantly better than in courses with low structure. The null hypothesis (H0) is that outcomes do not differ between low- and moderate-structure courses. The alternative hypothesis (H1) is that increased structure does affect study outcomes significantly and positively. In the case of significant improvement, we then wanted to know how students' results compared between the in-course assessments and the comprehensive final exam. As mentioned, the final exam in particular could be a destructive friction for some students. Do all students perform better in all knowledge assessments? Our null hypothesis (H0) is that all students move toward higher levels of internalization of learning and we find a proportional increase in all knowledge test scores (same outcome profile). The alternative hypothesis (H1) is that we see a disproportionate increase in the different assessment scores (different outcome profile). Such a shift in the profile would indicate at what level of the course students experience destructive friction.

We compared student performance in low- and moderate-structure courses over two periods of four years and involving a total of 3313 first year University students (Life, Earth & Environmental Sciences). The disadvantage of comparing different years and teaching methods is that you have more uncontrolled variables but by augmenting the number of years the likelihood that differences are the sole consequence of different teacher and/or different student populations is greatly diminished. With respect to course performance, we partially remedy this problem by correcting study performance for academic ability across cohorts. However, numerous uncontrolled variables is typically the problem of open- and high-enrolment education and, as teachers, we think it is important that the test ground has a high reality value (see also Andrews et al., 2011).

Methods

Participants Characteristics, Ethics and Assignment

The participants were first year university students with an average age of 19.7, SD=1.16. The population comprised 65.3 % women. The students enrolled in Life, Earth and Environmental Sciences (“Science de la Vie, de la Terre et de l’Environnement” or “SVTE”) at a French open-enrolment University. Enrolment requires a “baccalauréat”, a diploma equivalent of an American High School diploma or English GCE A-level, which is obtained with a minimal
grade-point average of 100/200. Each year, roughly 76% of the students came directly from secondary school (first entry) and 24% entered the first year at our university from another higher education institute or were repeaters (second entry). The students participated in a compulsory introductory Cell Biology course, held in the second semester (spring) of the 1st year. The course enrollment varied from 353 (in 2005) to 493 students (in 2016). Variation in student number is the consequence of, in order of importance, local demographic factors, students’ first choices (of study) and the proportion of local candidates being accepted for selective higher education institutions (Grandes Écoles) in the region or elsewhere in France.

Our institution does not have an Institutional Review Board that would determine what teaching methods are or are not accepted. There are four conditions to be respected: face-to-face learning activities for all the allocated slots for lecture and laboratory-classes, an equivalent course content and equivalent teaching methods for all students enrolled in the same course (equality of chances of success), one mid-course exam (imposed from 2013 onwards) and an anonymous comprehensive final exam (for all years concerned).

Because the university requires identical course offerings with the same knowledge assessment, we could not separate the yearly cohorts into two populations, a “control” and “experimental”, and had to study the effect of the course structure in separate years. The years we chose for the study were solely determined by the completeness and comparability of the course offerings. There is a gap between 2006 and 2013, a period in which we developed multimedia resources and interactive self-evaluation quizzes. The spread of "control" and "experimental" classes over the years has the danger that we are not studying similar student populations. As mentioned earlier, we addressed this problem in two ways: first, by looking over a 4-year period and second, by correcting the cell biology results for semester grade-point average of each student.

Description of the Cell Biology Courses (Low- and Moderate-structure)

The current study concerns an introductory Cell Biology course which is offered once a year in the spring semester, January to end of April, to University students who enter Life, Earth and Environmental Sciences (Science de la Vie, de la Terre et de l’Environnement or SVTE). The course is part of a “common trunk” program that is compulsory for all Biology students. Subjects taught in the spring semester are: Professional Project (1.5 ECTS, European Credit Transfer and accumulation System), Zoology (3 ECTS), Plant Biology (3 ECTS), Cell Biology (3 ECTS),
Biochemistry-Chemistry (6 ECTS), Mathematics-Statistics (3 ECTS), Physics-Fluidics (3 ECTS), Informatics & Internet (3 ECTS), Functional Biochemistry (3 ECTS), Geology (3 ECTS) and English (3 ECTS). None of these courses had undergone important changes in teaching methods, nearly all science courses were taught in a \((low-structure)\) transmission style throughout the study period. Exceptions were “Professional Project”, where students have to interview company-, teaching- or laboratory staff in order to learn about professional opportunities, and the English language course. All sciences courses had a comprehensive final exam, and from 2013 onwards, an additional mid-course exam. Both took place in dedicated exam weeks.

The introductory Cell Biology course amounted to 3 ECTS in the European Credit Transfer and accumulation System. This comprises 24 h face-to-face instruction, with 12 lecture slots of 1h20, 3 laboratory classes of 2h40 and an estimated 36 h of self-study. The course typically covers common Cell Biology topics. The lectures were given once a week and the three laboratory classes were dispersed over a period of 14 weeks (see figure 1). The laboratory classes mainly dealt with histology slides and tissue composition. The course was taught by a pool of 6 lecture teachers and 10 laboratory class teachers, who according to their availability and depending on the enrolment numbers, participated in the course for a certain number of hours. Lecture theatres had maximally 150 students, meaning that with an enrollment of 400, the cohort was separated over 3 lecture theatres and the course was repeated 3 times. Practical classes were limited to 32 students, accompanied by 2 teachers, meaning that with the same enrollment the class was repeated 13 times. The subjects of the in-course tests and exams were set prior to the course so that all teachers would make sure they covered the subject similarly and sufficiently. The first author, IK, participated in all courses, both in lectures and laboratory classes and was responsible for the course organization.

With respect to control of other possible variables, we controlled our study for exam or test equivalence by the use of similar exam formats, a combination of multiple choice questions and the annotation of images of subcellular compartments, and by giving students prior access to all possible exam questions. We could not control for instructor effects as this was impossible because of the change in student numbers and the resulting variable mobilization of teacher staff. Moreover, the pool of teachers had changed over the two teaching periods but turnover was independent of the teaching method employed (there was no choice or selection of teachers based on the course format). For these reasons we looked at student achievement over longer periods to
level out possible bias of teacher contributions. This was also the main argument why we returned to low-structure in 2017.

Experimental Intervention.

It concerns an experimental manipulation without randomization (American Psychology Association, 2020). The experimental intervention is an “instructional intervention” and comprises the implementation of a moderate-structure course format for an introductory Cell Biology course. The control situation is a low-structure format of the same course. We separate our analysis of the instructional intervention in two sets: one set of low-structure courses, years 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2017 and one set of moderate-structure courses years 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016. We had returned to a low-structure course in 2017 in order to verify if possible change in student results were not a consequence of a structurally altered student population or teacher-related changes. Given the constraints imposed, we qualify this alternate schedule as "as good as possible."

Essential characteristics of the moderate-structure course format are: group-based exercises in class, group-based clicker quizzes (graded and non-graded) and more in-course knowledge assessments with a concomitant reduction in the length and weighting of the comprehensive final exam. Moreover, in the moderate-structure courses all course material, as well as interactive self-evaluation quizzes, were online (in French). For more detail, see table 1 below. We employ the term moderate-structure because our courses were devoid of weekly work assignments (no out-of-course activities) which according to Eddy & Hogan (2014) is an additional characteristic of a high-structure course.

Measures

We used in-course assessment scores, final-exam scores (see figure 1), Cell Biology-course grades and semester grade-point averages, as an instrument to study the impact of the course format on student achievement. As mentioned in the introduction, we make an important distinction between the regulation requirements for succeeding in-course knowledge assessments and the comprehensive final exam which occurred at the end of semester (weeks after course activities had ceased) (see figure 1). This is the reason we have analyzed course performance at two levels: 1) the graded in-course activities (tests, clicker quizzes and the mid-course exam) and 2) the comprehensive final exam (end of semester). In addition to this, we have also calculated
### Table 1 Low Structure (Conventional) and Moderate Structure (Experimental) Course Formats of the Cell Biology Courses that Are the Subject of this Study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low-structure</td>
<td>moderate-structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level of in-course grade points/structure</td>
<td>set 1</td>
<td>set 2</td>
<td>set 3</td>
<td>set 4</td>
<td>set 1</td>
<td>set 2</td>
<td>set 3</td>
<td>set 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participating students</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socratic lecturing</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture handout paper version</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line knowledge evaluation tool</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line multimedia documents</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line course slides</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-class videos</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-graded group-based exercises in class</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-graded group-based clicker quizzes in class</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graded group-based clicker quizzes in class (weighting of clicker score)(^a)</td>
<td>x (0.25)</td>
<td>x (0.25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short in-course test (20 min) (weighting of each test score)</td>
<td>2 (0.125)</td>
<td>2 (0.125)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium in-course test (40 min) (weighting of test score)</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
<td>1 (0.25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-course exam (1.5h) (weighting of mid-course exam score)</td>
<td>1 (0.35)</td>
<td>1 (0.35)</td>
<td>1 (0.35)</td>
<td>1 (0.35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighting of sum of in-course grades(^a)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final comprehensive exam (duration of exam)</td>
<td>1 (3h)</td>
<td>1 (3h)</td>
<td>1 (3h)</td>
<td>1 (3h)</td>
<td>1 (1.5h)</td>
<td>1 (1.5h)</td>
<td>1 (1.5h)</td>
<td>1 (1.5h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weighting of final exam score(^a)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(^a\) the weighting represents the fraction of the total number of course points allocated to the course activity in question. It determines the impact on the total course grade. Example: the sum of points of the graded clicker-questions contributes to 25% of the course grade. The online course content: [http://ressources.unisciel.fr/biocell/menu/co/module_menu_1.html](http://ressources.unisciel.fr/biocell/menu/co/module_menu_1.html)
the Cell Biology pass rate for the different years (student retention rate). Pass rates is another parameter for determining course performance. Student retention is measured as the percentage of students with an overall course grade equal to or greater than 100/200 points.

**Statistics and Data Analysis**

The statistical analyses were performed with the 3.5.1 version of the R software (R Core Team, 2018), completed with the "car" 3.5.1 and the "mosaic" 3.5.3 packages.

**Comparison of Overall Course Performance Corrected for Year Factor**

As we deal with comparison of different student cohorts, in order to distinguish whether differences in were due to the effect of the moderate-structure (instructional intervention) or to differences in students’ overall academic ability, we employed an analysis of variance for hierarchized plans ("nested factors ANOVA") where the "year" factor (cohort ability as represented by the semester grade-point average) is included in the instructional intervention factor (low- versus moderate-structure courses). We took the point that the students’ average grade for all compulsory courses would represent their global academic ability (equivalent of a GPA) and therefore could serve as a means to normalize the variation between cohorts. The Cell Biology grade participates with a weighting of 10%. We have employed this detailed analysis for the two sets: years 2004-2006 and 2017, being representative of typical conventional, low-structure, courses and years 2013-2016, being representative of moderate-structure courses.

**Comparison of In-course and Exam Scores of Low- and Moderate-structure Courses**

We performed an ANOVA to see whether there were significant differences between the two sets: we compared low-structure (1) in-course, (2) final exam scores with moderate structure (3) in-course and (4) final exam scores. An ad hoc Tukey HSD test was performed to gain more insight in comparisons between the groups.

**Comparison of Score Profiles in Low- and Moderate-structure Courses**

We analyzed score differences between in-course assessments and the final exam by calculating the delta values (final exam minus in-course score). These values were plotted against the corresponding centered-course grade, which is the Cell Biology course grade minus 100 points. Course grades consist of 200 points of which 100 or more must be obtained to pass. This representation of student scores gives rise to four different classes: students who pass (+) or fail
with either a higher exam scores than in-course scores (+) or the other way round (-) (see figure 3). We employed the chi-square test to compare the frequency distribution of the 4 classes observed in the moderate-structure set to that of the low-structure set, the latter we considered as the theoretical reference distribution. To refine the results of this global test, we performed post hoc binomial tests to identify the class or classes whose frequencies deviated significantly from the expected theoretical values.

**Results**

**Moderate-structure Significantly Enhances Course Performance**

We measured course performance and course retention relative to the grade-point average of all other (compulsory) disciplines taught in the corresponding semester and compared low-versus moderate-structure courses. When controlled for cohort ability we observe that moderate-structure courses had over a period of 4 years 8% higher grades (16 grade points/200) and 5% higher retention rates compared to the low-structure courses (table 2). To analyze in more detail the impact of the instructional intervention relative to cohort academic ability we plotted for each

**Table 2 Learning Outcomes and Student Retention in Low- and Moderate-structure Courses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cell biology grade</th>
<th>course format</th>
<th>retention</th>
<th>mean (SD)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Dfm</th>
<th>Dfd</th>
<th>ηES (SD)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>index (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>low-structure (4</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>105.00 (36.9)</td>
<td>562.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
<td>(13.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0 (18.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moderate-structure (4 years)</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>126.87 (32.8)</td>
<td>20.7 (20.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semester grade average</td>
<td>period “low”</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>100.00 (23.6)</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3312</td>
<td>0.0582 (5.8%)</td>
<td>&lt; .0001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>period “moderate”</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>106.13 (22.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The values represent the grades and retention obtained by students over a four-year period in low and moderate structure courses. Grades are on a 200-point scale. Retention is expressed as the percentage of students who passed the course or passed the semester (requiring an average grade of 100 or higher). The relative contribution of the instructional intervention was analyzed with a nested ANOVA. A portion of the increase in course performance is explained by an overall improvement of cohort ability (semester grade-point average) and a large portion is explained by the instructional intervention (moderate-structure course format).
student the Cell Biology course grade against the corresponding semester grade-point average for the set of *low-structure* (years 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2017) and *moderate-structure* courses (years 2013-2016) (figure 2). In the *low-structure* performance in the Cell Biology course differed only slightly from their semester grade-point average with the regression line intercepting the y-axis at near zero. In contrast, the *moderate-structure* format revealed much higher Cell Biology course grades compared to corresponding semester grade-point average with the regression line intercepting the Y-axis at 30.7. We aligned individual Cell Biology grades with corresponding semester grades and calculated the differences between the two (“course index”). The nested-factor ANOVA shows that this “course index” is significantly lower in the *low-structure* compared to *moderate-structure* course (M = 5.0, SD = 18.0 versus M = 20.7, SD = 20.8 respectively, with p < .0001 (last column, table 2). The analysis did also reveal significant

**Figure 2** Scatter Plot of Students’ Semester Grade Point Average Set Against their Cell Biology Course Grade.

![Scatter Plot of Students’ Semester Grade Point Average Set Against their Cell Biology Course Grade.](image)

*Note: Two course formats are compared: in the left panel low-structure courses (years 2004-2006 and 2017) and in the right moderate-structure courses (years 2013-2016). The grey shaded area has been added as a reference; points above signify that students performed better in Cell Biology, compared to all other compulsory disciplines taught in the same semester. The dotted regression line in each graph is determined by least square regression calculations. Note that both the intercept with the y-axis and the slope of the lines vary between the two course-formats. Nearly all students benefit from moderate-structure but students with low semester grade-point averages benefit more than those with high semester grade-point averages (more equity).*
variations in cohort abilities (p < .0001 (semester grade-point average). However, over a period of 4 years, “ability” explains only 5.8% (ηES value in %) of grade variance whereas instructional intervention explains 13.7% (dominant). We take this to mean that we measure a real positive impact of the moderate-structure course format.

**Low Achieving Students Benefit more from Moderate-structure Courses**

Besides increased performance, the analysis of variance of the linear model revealed an interaction between the instructional intervention and the “student ability” (F=43.9, Dfn=1, Dfd=3312, p < .0001). This demonstrates that the effect size of moderate-structure courses is a function of global academic ability of the students. We therefore analyzed data of the two student populations separately (using the data plotted in figure 2). The regression line intercept with the y-axis is significantly higher than 0 in the moderate-structure courses (b=30.7, p<0.0001, t=17.3) whereas it is not in the low-structure courses. Moreover, the slope of the regression line of the moderate-structure courses is also significantly different from the one of the low-structure courses (a_{mod} = 0.91, a_{low} = 1.05) (figure 2). This reduction in slope and the high intercept value indicate that whereas all students benefit from moderate-structure courses, low-achieving students benefit more. We note that the reduction in slope is not a consequence of the fact that high achieving students can hardly improve their grade as they reach the 200 points (ceiling effect). The same slope is obtained when we exclude students with a semester grade average above 150.

**A Significant Shift in Score Profiles between In-course and Final Exam Grades in Low-versus Moderate-structure Courses**

Having established that student achievement benefits from a moderate-structure, we next wanted to identify where the gains were made. The in-course assessments and final exam scores shown in table 3 indicate that the in-course scores are always better than those on the final exam both in low- and moderate-structure formats. However, when we compare the results between the two formats we see a much larger gain in the in-course results of moderate-structure courses relative to the gain of final exam scores. An ANOVA and post hoc Tukey HSD test revealed that all the scores between the groups (1-4) are significantly different (p <.001) with the exception of group 1) in-course (low-structure) and 4) final exam (moderate structure) (p=.598). We conclude that the major gain of moderate-structure courses is made in in-course tests and not in the final exams.
Table 3 In-course Tests and Final Exam Scores of Low- and Moderate-structure Courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>low-structure</th>
<th></th>
<th>moderate structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) in-course</td>
<td>2) final exam</td>
<td>3) in-course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N° of students</td>
<td>1491</td>
<td>1517</td>
<td>1657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>116.2</td>
<td>107.7</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>Sum of Square</td>
<td>Mean square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1396194</td>
<td>465398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>6312</td>
<td>9313968</td>
<td>1475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6315</td>
<td>10710163</td>
<td>1695</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moderate-structure Enhances the Frequency of Students who Underperform on the final Exam

In order to explain the differences in gain of in-course and final exam scores we looked at the differences in the grades of individual students. For each student, we calculated the difference between final exam and in-course grade (x-axis) and plotted this difference against a centered course grade (course grade reduced by 100 points, which is the minimum number of points needed to pass). In doing so we obtained a profile with 4 classes: (+/-), students who passed the course with an exam score inferior to in-course scores; (+/+), students who passed the course with an exam score superior to in-course scores; (-/-), students who failed the course with an exam score inferior to in-course scores; and (-/+), students who failed the course with an exam score superior to in-course scores. The percentages of students in each of the classes is shown in figure 3. There are two important changes. Firstly, as expected, an important shift to higher grades in moderate-structure courses. The percentage of failing students had reduced from 33.4 to 14.4%. Secondly, whereas in low-structure we observe a near equal distribution of positive (exam-score better than in-course) and negative difference (exam-score worse than in-course) ($\bar{d} = 0, SD = 29$), in moderate structure we see a near depletion of positive differences in favor of negative differences ($\bar{d} = -36, SD = 22$). The number of students who performed better in the final exam was reduced from 46.2 to 9.6%. The vast majority of students in moderate-structure courses are now in the class of achieving students with a final exam score inferior to in-course scores (+/-, 77%). The Pearson’s Chi-squared test revealed highly significant differences
between the frequencies of the 4 classes (X-squared = 1318.5, df = 3, p < 2.2e-16). Subsequent exact binomial tests revealed that the frequencies of all 4 classes are significantly different between *low*- and *moderate-structure* courses (p < .0001).

**Figure 3** Scatter Plot of Score Differences Between Exam and In-course Assessments of Individual Students Set Against their Centered Cell Biology Course Grade (Grade-100 points).

![Scatter Plot Image]

*Note:* The difference between the results of in-course tests and those of the final exam (x-axis) is plotted against a centered course grade (y-axis). The zero value on the y-axis corresponds to 100 points, the minimal necessary grade to pass the course. The scatterplot shows a sharp reduction in the number of failing students (lower section) but also a significant shift in the orientation of the delta values between in-course and exam scores. An overwhelming majority of students now perform worse in the exam than in the in-course tests.

**The distribution of Scores Reveals a Bimodal Distribution for Exam Scores in Moderate-structure Courses.**

After identifying an enhanced frequency of students who underperform on the exam, we next looked how this is reflected in the distribution of scores (non-paired in-course and final-exam scores). We have chosen 10 bins per standard deviation for sufficient resolution which practically translated into bins of 5 points on a scale of 200 (Figure 4). The histograms show that for *low-structure* courses, the distribution of scores differs little between the in-course test and the final exam; both seem to follow an approximatively normal distribution, with a small tail of very low scores. The entire population seems to have moved to slightly lower scores on the final
exam (shift to the right). The situation is quite different in courses with moderate-structure, where we get non-overlapping distributions of scores. While the in-course test shows a highly skewed and compact unimodal distribution with very few low scores, as if dealing with a homogeneous successful student population, the distribution of final-exam scores smears across the entire range of scores, indicative of highly heterogeneous population. However, the distribution of exam scores differs between the two course formats in that it appears as a bimodal distribution in moderate-structure as a result of an increased number (+177) of very high scores (in the range of 150-200 points) and an increased number (+67) of very low scores (in the range of 0-60 points). The score distribution shown in figure 4 combined with the data shown in figure 3 point to the existence of a subpopulation of students that more or less maintains initial gains (persists) and a subpopulation that absolutely fails to maintain those gains. (See also Figure S1, in the Supplementary Material, for the score distributions across individual years. The histograms show that the difference between low- and moderate structure holds for each year).

**Figure 4** Distribution of Scores Between In-course and Final Exam Grades of Low- and Moderate-structure Course Formats.

| Grade distribution of in-course tests (blue) and the final exam (orange) in low-structure courses. | Grade distribution of in-course tests (blue) and the final exam (orange) in moderate-structure courses. |

**Discussion**

We show that, when corrected for cohort capability, the moderate-structure courses significantly improved student performance and retention, with on average 8% higher grades and 5% more pass scores when corrected for academic ability of the cohorts. Indeed, in particular, students with a low semester grade-point average, benefit from course structure. We can refute our primary hypothesis (H0) and argue that increased structure does affect study outcomes significantly and positively. Our study confirms findings of numerous other studies (Crouch &
Mazur, 2001; Ebert-May et al., 1997; Eddy & Hogan, 2014; Freeman et al., 2007, 2011, 2014; Haak et al., 2011; Knight & Wood, 2005; Tanner, 2013; Wood, 2003). We interpret our results to mean that the instructional intervention (moderate structure) is sufficiently robust to deliver measurable improvements under the variable conditions prevailing in large open-enrollment universities in France. With respect to the second research question, whether or not all students are moving toward a higher level of internalization of learning and that this is reflected in better achievement with a similar distribution of scores of all knowledge assessments, we have to refute our primary hypothesis (H0). The distribution of scores reveal that while nearly all students perform very well on in-course assessments in moderate-structure courses, a large subpopulation of students fails to persist their achievement and performed poorly on the final exam. As a consequence we observe a large and significant shift in the frequency of student that score worse in the final exam than in the in-course assessments (from 53.6 to 90.3%). From the point of view of Cell Biology knowledge, the lack of persistence (abundant failures in the final exam) means that there is still a similar number of students (comparable to low-structure) who have not processed a substantial part of the course content at all and will carry this deficit into the next year. Below we discuss possible reasons for the lack of persistence in student performance in moderate-structure courses. We focus on persistence because it is a critical factor in academic achievement (Duckworth & Seligman, 2005).

**Students Calculate a Minimal Necessary Effort or Lack Incentive for the Final Exam**

At first glance, the important shift in the profile of in-course versus final-exam scores (figure 3) and the shift in score distribution (figure 4) that we observe in moderate-structure courses gives the impression that some kind of self-limitation is operating. A certain amount of self-limitation is not so bad in itself, as long as the final exam grades remain adequate. But they are not for a large number of students. Some 36% of students fail the final exam in moderate-structure, compared to 33% in low-structure. A much heard argument is that numerous students deliberately “calculate” their learning effort in order to pass the course with minimal input. In the case of dedicated exam weeks, this allows certain students to spend more time preparing for the final exams of other disciplines for which they do not have good in-course grades. Alternatively, colleagues argue that the high grades obtained during the course took away the incentive to prepare well for the final exam. We do not exclude these possibilities but if calculated input and/or lack of incentive determined the learning effort for the final exam, we should over the course of the eight years identify an inverse relationship between annual mean in-course and
mean final-exam scores and we do not \( R^2 = 0.090 \), data not shown). Moreover, if students could calculate minimal effort, why do so many fail the entire course because their exam score was much too low to be compensated by in-course scores (some 7% of the total student population in moderate-structure courses)? As a last point, we note that 70% of the students who had not passed the final exam had enrolled for the second year. Thus, many of the insufficient final-exam scores also cannot be explained by the fact that students had already decided to leave the study.

**The Final Comprehensive Exam Remains a Destructive Friction for a Subpopulation of Students**

Another possible explanation for final-exam failure is that, despite the gradual reduction of teacher control over learning, it remains a destructive friction for a good number of students. The organization of all final exams in a dedicated exam week, which is the practice in the university where this study was conducted, exacerbates this friction. Such (unnecessary) concentration of exams increases the apprehension of assessment, it prompts superficial learning and leads students to misjudge the workload. A possible solution is to abolish special exam weeks and only hold in-course knowledge tests. However, there are reasons to appreciate the role of a comprehensive final exam when combined with in-course testing. A comprehensive final exam can help students gain a more integrated view of the subject and, importantly, the second repetition of the course material reinforces long-term knowledge retention (Carpenter et al., 2012; Hartwig & Malain, 2022; Roediger & Butler, 2011). Students will have more ready knowledge at the start of the next year, allowing them to better integrate new information. Repetition of course material could, of course, be built into repeated in-course tests, but that would require more instruction-free moments in the semester to allow students to review course content. Alternatively, comprehensive final exams are offered at different moments and students decide when they are ready for the test.

**Ego Depletion as a Cause of Failing Persistence?**

The destructive friction may be caused by cognitive failure, too much knowledge assimilation (high cognitive load) in too short a time (Merrienboer & Sweller, 2005). Again, this cognitive load was compounded by the fact that the final exam took place during a dedicated exam week so that students had to juggle a number of disciplines at once. This further complicated matters because it required a very high level of internal guidance (self-regulation) (Ten Cate et al, 2004; Zimmerman, 2013). This is not an entire satisfactory explanation because
although the mid-course exam produces less destructive friction (Vermunt & Verloop, 1999), the conflict with other disciplines was not less and yet the results were overwhelmingly good. Moreover, students had a very precise idea of what was needed to pass and they had access to all possible exam questions. The final exam was not an exploration of unknown territory, but a mere repetition of a similar exercise they knew they good do well. At least for Cell Biology, most students should have had a good sense of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) by the end of the lectures.

In addition to cognitive failure, destructive friction in preparation for the final exam can be amplified by a depletion of energy, also known as ego depletion, of some of the students (Baumeister & Vohs, 2007; Ryan & Deci, 2008). Baumeister et al., (p. 1253, 1998) defined ego depletion as “a temporary reduction in the self’s capacity or willingness to engage in volitional action (including controlling the environment, controlling oneself, making choices, and initiating action), caused by prior exercise of volition”. Supporting this view, experiments have shown that behaviors involving self-controlling actions deplete energy, as manifest in decrements in performance or persistence at subsequent tasks (Baumeister & Vohs, 2007). A key point here is that the degree of energy depletion depends on the cost of learning and that this cost is not the same for all learners (Ryan & Deci, 2008). Over time and depending on learning conditions, some students will deplete more than others. It may also be the case that students do not have similar starting levels and that over time some students may not have enough energy to successfully complete the final exam. If we place the task value, namely mastering the subject of cell biology, in a model that describes the utility of a task (U) as the sum of its value (R) minus its cost (C), written as U=R-C (Jara-Ettinger, et al., 2016), it follows that students for whom learning costs a lot, resulting in a high degree of ego depletion, are more likely to lose a sense of utility. Alternatively, students with a lower perceived value of the task (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002), at similar learning costs, may begin with a lower energy level and therefore lose a sense of utility more quickly as they progress through the course. Both the increased engagement during the course (participating in repeated knowledge assessments) and the abrupt transition from an external/shared-guidance to internal-guidance of learning (high self-regulation) in the period leading up to the exam may have been too much for some students. Ego depletion may be a factor, in addition to possible inappropriate teacher skills (Andrews et al., 2011), that explains why courses that emphasize active learning do not always lead to overall better performance. We are currently examining how students interact with essential learning documents throughout the course. Do they maintain learning activities outside the lectures or do we see a reduction in
consulting those documents and how does that correlate with in-course and exam scores (a learning analytics approach)?

**Conclusions**

The introduction of courses with a *moderate structure* is associated with a significant increase in course performance. This gain is mainly determined by extraordinarily good grades on in-course assessments, as if we were dealing with an almost homogeneous successful student population. However, the final exam results show a very different picture, one that is consistent with the highly heterogeneous population we repeatedly observe in *low-structure* courses. The initially good results do not last; the final exam remains a destructive friction for a good portion of students. As a result of the still many poor final-exam results, we retain a large group of students who have not adequately assimilated a significant portion of the necessary cell biology knowledge and enter the second year with significant gaps.

**Shortcomings of the Study**

The study has a number of shortcomings which should be considered in interpreting the findings. The first deals with the lack of internal control (student and teacher population), the second with the particular final-exam conditions and the third with the open enrolment student population. Selective (elite) universities may not face the same problem, or to a lesser extent and institutions that do not impose a comprehensive final exam may see better outcomes. The lack of persistence in Cell Biology may be due to a growing frustration of student interest because of the low structure of courses in all other science subjects. Finally, we provide no evidence as to why students fail to maintain their initial high scores and are only offering suggestions.
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**Figures & table captions**

**Figure 1**
Time-line of Course Activities: Lectures, Laboratory Classes, In-class Clicker Quizzes, Tests and Exams.

*Note: This is a summary time-line of all courses over an 8-year period. Exactly what activities took place in low- and moderate-structure courses is described in Table 1.*

**Figure 2**
Scatter Plot of Students’ Semester Grade-Point Average Set Against their Cell Biology Course Grade.

*Note: Two course formats are compared: in the left panel low-structure courses (years 2004-2006 and 2017) and in the right moderate-structure courses (years 2013-2016). The grey shaded
area has been added as a reference; points above signify that students performed better in Cell Biology, compared to all compulsory disciplines taught in the same semester. The dotted regression line in each graph is determined by least square regression calculations. Note that both the intercept with the y-axis and the slope of the lines vary between the two course-formats. Students perform better in a moderate-structure course but those with low semester grade-point averages benefit more than those with high semester grade-point averages.

**Figure 3**
Scatter Plot of Score Differences Between Exam and In-course Assessments of Individual Students Set Against their Centered Cell Biology Course Grade (Grade-100 points).

Note: The difference between the results of in-course tests and those of the final exam (x-axis) is plotted against a centered course-grade (y-axis). The zero value on the y-axis corresponds to 100 points, the minimal necessary grade to pass. The scatterplot shows a sharp reduction, in the number of failing students (lower sections, from 33.4 to 14.4%) but also a significant shift in the orientation of the delta values between in-course and exam scores. An overwhelming majority (left sections, 90.3%) of students now perform worse in the exam than in the in-course tests.

**Figure 4**
Distribution of Scores Between In-course and Exam Grades of Low- and Moderate-structure Course Formats

Note: The distributions represent the scores obtained by students over a four-year period in courses with low- or moderate-structure. In the case of low-structure, the two distributions overlap with a slight shift to lower scores for the final exam. This corresponds to a slightly lower average final exam score. In the case of moderate-structure, the distributions barely overlap. The in-course grades are high and have relatively low dispersion. In contrast, the dispersion of the final exam results is huge and shows a larger percentage of very high and of very low grades, as if there were two subpopulations (tentatively indicated with dotted lines).

**Table 1**
Low Structure (Conventional) and Moderate Structure (Experimental) Course Formats of the Cell Biology Courses that Are the Subject of this Study.
Note: the weighting represents the fraction of the total number of course points allocated to the course activity in question. It determines the impact on the total course grade. Example: the sum of points of the graded clicker-questions contributes to 25% of the course grade. The online course content: [http://ressources.unisciel.fr/biocell/menu/co/module_menu_1.html](http://ressources.unisciel.fr/biocell/menu/co/module_menu_1.html)

**Table 2**
Learning Outcomes and Student Retention in Low- and Moderate-structure Courses.

Note: The distributions represent the scores obtained by students over a four-year period in low-and moderate-structure courses. Grades are on a 200-point scale. Retention is expressed as the percentage of students who passed the course or passed the semester (requiring a grade of 100 or higher). The relative contribution of the instructional intervention was analyzed with a nested ANOVA. With respect to grades, a portion of the increase in course performance is explained by an overall improvement of cohort ability (semester grade point average) and a large portion is explained by the instructional intervention (moderate-structure format).

**Table 3**
In-course tests and Final Exam Scores of Low- and Moderate-structure Courses.
Supplemental Material. Figure S1 Score distribution over the separate years.

Note the systematic shift in in-course- and exam-score distributions between low- and moderate-structure courses. Whereas distributions of in-course and final exam fully overlap in low-structure, they never do in moderate-structure courses. Note also that when we shift back from moderate to low-structure in 2017, the results are again similar to previous low-structure courses. We regard this as additional evidence that changes in course performance and score distribution are not the result of structural changes in the student population.